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Martha Beck talks about the concepts of ‘clean pain’ and ‘dirty pain’.   
 
Take any big, tough event in your life (job loss, death, illness, children, marriage-separation).  When this 
event occurs, we experience ‘clean pain’ such as shock, grief, sadness etc. This ‘clean pain’ is all very 
natural and a process that is required.  However, later-on, one may experience ‘dirty pain’ which results 
from the story that one creates about WHY the situation happened.  For example, I lost my job because I 
just wasn’t smart enough, or, My marriage fell apart because I am unloveable.  These are ‘dirty pain’ 
stories, ones that are simply causing us pain because they are not true and actually prevent us from 
‘letting go’ of the experience in a healthy way.  
 
CLEAN PAIN  
Use your Original Medicine Timeline or choose new events that were tough in your life.  Identify the 
clean pain: 
 
 
DIRTY PAIN 
Now look at those same events and ask yourself, what are you still holding onto today?  Do you have any 
dirty pain stories? 
 
 
LIMITING BELIEFS 
What other ‘stories’ are you telling yourself that simply are not true?  Maybe you innocently learned 
them in childhood, or from your family. If you need help finding them, try out the exercise below. 
(I.e. You need to work really hard to make money) 
 
 
 
Limiting Beliefs Exercise 

1. What would you LOVE to do if you could do anything?  Imagine you had all of the resources to 
do whatever you want, what would it be? 
 
 

2. Why couldn’t you do that now?  
 
 

3. Do you see any limiting beliefs in the answers above? Write them above. 
 

 
 
BYRON KATIE 
Before starting the next exercise, I want you to watch a video at www.thework.com/videos to understand 
how we are going to take a thought or limiting belief and turn it around.  Once you have watched a 
video from Byron Katie, proceed onward. 
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TURNING THE SHIP AROUND 
 
1. Explore where ever you are stuck or suffering in your life. 
 
2. What thoughts do you have about it? 
 
3. Question whether the thoughts (or beliefs) are true. Use this meditative process from Byron Katie’s, 
“The Work” below on your limiting beliefs or thoughts: 
 
Use these four questions to put your limiting beliefs to the test: 
 
Original thought ‘ I won’t make any money as an X’ 
 

1. Is it true?  I.e. Is it true that you won’t make any money as an x? 

2. Can you absolutely know that it is true? 

3. How do you react when you think that thought? 

4. Who would you be without that thought? 

5. Let’s turn it around: 

 
Turn it around ‘I will make lots of money as an X” 
 
 
Last step, give three example of how this thought might be true or truer than the original 

- I.e. I know there are other people who make a ton of money doing this work 
- I.e. I never fail and always do well 
- I.e. I will be more capable of making lots of money if I actually believe it is possible vs. doubt it 

and tell my self the opposite 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will cover this on the weekly call, so try it out and see if it helps wiggle loose some painful thoughts 
that are simply NOT true! 


